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ABSTRACT 
On the base of universally valid laws: energy conservation and the theorem of Fourier, the dynamic behaviour 
of a room is traced back to only two most important parameters. With the aid of the so-called free-run 
temperature a generally valid strategy for low energy houses is deduced and its transfer to practice illustrated. 
With the climate surfaces, a planning tool is introduced allowing the strategic planning of low energy houses 
based on these two parameters. Finally the obsolescence of the passive-solar rules and strategies is 
emonstraled. 
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JlfrRODUCTlON 

n the last 20 years, a lot of international research projects, congresses, books and papers have dealt with the 
way, low energy houses can be built. Modem and partially very complex simulation programs have been 

vcJopea. A today's architect however still misses a clear strategy he can follow to oirrive at an optimised low 
energy house in a given climate. For some specific situations and climates, some rules have been developed on 
an empirical base, but they are not, lacking a clear theoretical background, transferable to other climates. 
�mm Ilic point of view of a physicist, this situation is not very satisfactory. Based on universally valid 
fundamental laws as the conservation of energy, the authors will therefore show in the subsequent chapters, that 
llld•�ow�such a strategy can be developed and transferred into concrete measures on a buildlng. Because of its 
FfiysicaJ ?ackground tbis strategy wiU be valid for any thinkable building in any given climate of the world. 

way 11 must be realised however will very much depend on the specific situation. 

f. 
1 first step, the law of energy conservation for a room (and therefore also for_a building) is considered: 

G. J(t)+ phc + P;nl - K · (.9;(t )-.9e(t )) = �7 (1) 
Input - Loss = Increase l(t_F solar radiation intensity [W/m2] 

K :.� ·[l:A,,-0,+n·V·(c·pL] n:air change rate in h"1 (2) 
• ,, 3600 

&Q\e - ised.loss factor, normalised to the external surface Aa [W/m2K] 

0�,_!__. '°'A !?I, f. ''""'P-k • gk =mean total solar energy transmission 

Q= beat deposit · th · 2 �iJll>w 1� � mternal storage masses, normalised to the external surface [J/m ] er contnbution of heating/cooling dements [W/m2]: Phc>O: heating, Phc<O: cooling 

(3) 



P1n1: contribution of internal sources [W/m2] 
For thin storage layers (walls, ceilings, floors), the heat deposited in can be expressed by means of the storagt 
capacity C, related to the external surface: dQ = C · d81 and one obtains: 

.9i{t)+•· d�t
(t) =.9.(t)+y·l(t)+ � + �1 (4) 

with the abbreviations: 
,,; = E._ [s, h]= time constant of the room, demonstrating the length of its thermal memory or its thermal (5) 

K 
inertia 

r = � [ m� K ]=gain-to-loss factor or solar correction factor to the external temperature, taking into (6) 

account the influence of the solar radiation. 
This differential equation for the time development of the internal temperature already allows somt 
conclusions: 
l. The room is dynamically completely described by only two constants: r and ,,; . 
2. The effect of the weather or climate is described by a simple meteo-function <I>(t) = 8, (t) + r ·IV) (7) 

3. The effect of the HVAC equipment is fully determined by Pi.c(t) (and not by Phc(t) alone!) . K 4. The HVAC equipment acts as a comJ>lementation of the weather (as well as the internal sources). 

In order to keep the internal temperature at a constant value .9min (=20°C as example for winter), the change, of 1 
the internal temperature has to be kept at zero: 

.9min =8,(t)+r·I(t)+ Pi.c(t) thus: Ph(t)=K·{.9min-[a.(/)+r·I(t)Il (8) 
K 

(the internal sources left apart without limiting the validity). 
Putting the HV AC equipment and the internal sources in a next step apart, one obtains a differential equalion 
for the time development of t.he internal temperature under tht: pure influence of the climate: the fi:ee·nlll 
temperature: 

.9,(t)+ • · d:i?) = .9.(t )+ y · I(t) (9) 
Its solution for thin layers is: 

.9,(t)=.!..· fe-(i-i')lr · [.9.(t')+ y · I(t')] · dt' (JO) • 
a convolution integ�� of the meteo function <I>(t) with a memory function, demonstrating the expon�nu: 
decaying thermal memory of the room. For layers of finite thickness, the solution is more comphpated 
principally very similar, see Appendix. 
As a result, one concludes: 
• The free-run temperature of a room can exactly be computed based on the weather data. 
• It depends only on the two constants of the room: r and ,,; 

THE STRATEGY 

From the above mentioned results, the strategy can be developed in a straight forward way: . 
• The time development of the internal temperature is completely determined by the weather and Y an� 
• As long as the free-run temperature remains within the comfort limits {.9min � 9,(t) � [}max} no int� 

of the HV AC equipment is necessary: Phc(t)=O. b� � 
• As soon as the free-run temperature attains the comfort limits and risks to cross them, the weather � 

complemented by the HV AC equipment: 
P,,(t)= K ·{.9min -[a.(t)+ r · IV)Il = K · [amin - 9,(t)]-G · l(t) 
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P,,(t)� K. [.9.(t)+ Y · l(t)J-amox} = K · {.9,(t)-.9m .. J+ G. I(t) 

• The crossing of the comfort limits by th fr (12) 
the J:iV AC equipment. 

e ee-run temperature thus determines the switching on and off of From tlus facts the strategy immediately follows (Fig.I): 
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Fig. I: Rcla1ion bet fr ween ee-run-temperature, meteo-function and heating power and energy. 

trategy: 
' To m· · · m1m1se the e nergy need for heating and/or coolin in . . has to be designed by its time constant d I 

g a any given climate, a room (or building) ;:a�ns most of the time within the comfo:i l=its�o ar factor r such that the free-run temperature 

. c�1�g the loss factor K low almost alwa h I �mnn1sing of the solar transmission G ::lps
e ps �o kee� the powe

.
r needed low. In warm climates a increase of G helps also. 

' w ereas ID cold climates a limited (not too much!) 

ihis s1ra1e · · Th - gy is valid everywhere from a s ace h l · bc�n;ay how:�er, how it can be transpo�ed i�to
u�e:I�o the igloo of Eskimos to a hotel in Saudi Arabia etc. 

. � cond1t1ons of a building: available materials I. � d
h
ep

b
e�ds very m�ch on the climate and the other • zvmg a its, user requirements etc .. 
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(15) 

- - - and 6.9; =_1_.[6.9,+y·Af] 
'th 9. = 9 +y·I OJ"' W1 , ' 

• di r r turns out immediately: . 
From these expressions the effect of changmg r an o 

ture and influences also its amplitude, 
h'ft th mean value of the free-run tempera 

• The solar factor r s i s e 
th l'tude of the free-run temperature. 

• the time constant r however influences only e amp i 

(Fig. 2) 
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Fig.2: The effect of r and r on the free-run temperature 

The realisation of the strAtegy consists thus 
. In the cold part of the year: t e upwards into the comfort range with r, 

. . h"ft" the mean value of the free-run tempera ur 
• First m s 1 mg . 
• this also increases the daily an:1phtu�e, 

b means of a large enough time constant 7:. 
• secondly in limiting this amplitude, if necessary' y 

In the warm part of the year:� 
t downwards into the comfort range with r' 

• First in shifting the mean value o� the free-run tempera ure 

• this also decreases the daily amphtu�e, 
. b means of a large enough time constant f. 

dl 
. l' ·11· ng this amplitude, if still necessary' y 

• secon Y m imi 
· alising r and r ' there exist many ways of re 

According to the nature of the two principal parameters 

measures: 

G Increase of G: Window size, glazing type (total solar en�rgy transmission) 

Increase of r = K : . · filtration 
or decrease ofK: U-values of external parts, air m 

1 h d'. g d
. y including sun s a m · 

Decrease of r : in a correspon mg wa , 

C Increase of C: internal surfaces, material (thermal effusi vity b = � ), 
Increase of r = K : 

1ib 
or decrease ofK: see above. 

h arm and the cold part of the year. fo 
In general, there will be contradicting. 

requi�m:���t���::�;�e�t: as sun shading, variable air change e , 

be solved by an overall year compromise or y 
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The specific technical properties of the building elements involved limit the optimisation process. The strategy 
and its realisation, however, as explained above, allows in any kind of climate to find the best solution. The 

graphic representation of the free-run temperature for different values of r and r helps a lot for a first 
orientation. 

A SIMPLE PLANNING TOOL: CLIMATE SURFACES 

In order to work in practice with this strategy, it could be helpful to have a direct representation of the above 
relations. This can in fact be obtained in different ways: 

The Most Concise Representation 

According to the above relations the power needed for heating and/or cooling can directly be computed from 
the weather-data. The necessary corrections by the HV AC equipment to the weather is given by: 

r.(i) a nh(1; r. r) = .9mlo -[.9.(t )+ r · l(t )] and P.(t) =ITC (t;y, r) = [.9, (t )+ r · l(t )]- .9max (16) K K 
The time constant does not appear explicitly in these equations but it is relevant for the switching on and off of 
1hc HV AC equipment. 
The maxim.um value of the temperature (weather-) co.erections over a year can be registered and represents tl1e 
design temperature difference for heating or cooling: Ilh,.(r;r). As a function of two parameters it can easily 
be represented by 3D-surface directly indicating this value for any kind of room: Power-surfaces. The integration of the mo1Dentary temperature or weatl1er corrections between the switching on and the offlimes directly yields the energy used for heating ol-cooling: 

�M �� . 
Eh(y, r) = f P,,(t')· dt'= K · f rrh(t';y, r)· at'= K · nh(r, r) (17) 1,(r ... ) 1,(r ·') 

1,(r,r) 1,(r.r) 
E<(y,r)= f P.:(t')·dt'=K · Jrrc(t';y,r)-dt'=K ·Oc(r,r) (18) 1.{y,r) 1,{r.r) 

The functions n,,_c (r' .. ) represent as time integral of h:mperature differences so-called generalised heatingdegree-days. Instead of one number for U1e traditional healing degree days, they represent functions of two !larameters and they include the effect of the solar radiation and of the thermal inertia. These functions can also be represented as 3D surfaces, directly indic.ating these values for any kind of room: Energy-surfaces. 

�asier to Interpret Representation 

Tut functions nh.(r• -r) and Q1, .(r, r) are the most concise possible representations of the energy and power 1tlaiions, but not �o easy to read. because of the factor K which has to be multiplied to get the real power and !Iler� need. If one accepts the fact that the specific storage capacity of rooms falls in about 3 to 4 classes from : � ight weight to very heavy construction, on can separate tbis value out and directly give representations pra ��g th1: specific power and energy need as a function of G and K. The latter are easier to understand for the �o�7r and the power and energy need can directly be read out. The only procedure still needed is its �· . sition from values related to the external surface to those related to the floor area to arrive at uionally comparable values.(Fig.3) 

l.'.ONcLus10Ns 
� �ehaid of only two universally valid laws, the energy conservation and the theorem of Fourier, the authors taii bco ave definitely shown, the thermal dynamic behaviour of a room and therefore also of a whole building �to :ders�ood from first principles. Only three parameters are necessary for a complete description. It turns PQss1ble to respect the solar contributions in a way corresponding to the dynamics ofth.e room and 
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Fig.3: The heating energy (per sqm of external surface!) as a function of G and 1/K for a typical mid heavy 

structure (C=l MJ/K.m2) 

respecting the comfort limits by means of generalised heating-degree-days. The results of this work has been 

tested extensively by comparison with the measured energy consumption of several different real buildingS"irl 

operation with very good results. 

The strategy itself is of a very simple form which can easily be transposed onto any kind of specific situatio� 

The free-run temperature plays a key role. Instead of pretending a high accuracy by means of many pararoetnc 

simulation tools at a late phase of planning, the strategy can already be applied in the very early stlitCS of 

planning, guiding the designer in the right direction. 
. 

As a nice illustration for the power of these tools the dependence of the need for heating energy on the wmdolf 

partition and on the glazing quality has been investigated (for the climate of Zurich). It turns out,'fo�llj�;::: 

glazings, the energy need becoming almost independent on the partition on the south-side (but a coolll!S :ti! 

�merging above ab
_
out 40%!) and even �n the no�1 side being much l?wer then the need for a v�rr_;llt 

insulated wall . This opens new perspectives of design freedom for architects and proves some passive 

rules to be wrong. 
. � 

The whole passive-solar exercise seems to the authors to become definitely obsolete no';", beca�e at , JUld 

managed to give any clear strategies neither quantitatively nor even qualitatively, nor could it <lev.elop anY 

of general enough validity to be transferred to different climates. i:ii lfllll'I 

Software tools allowing the work with climate surfaces are available on request from the authors � t 

Locations of the world. 

. , 
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